




When lots of skeptical people thought that the print platform for newspapers 
had nothing new to show, and there was nothing else to be created, this unique 

idea proved to be a clear example of ”the reinvention of print”.
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#novagol New times in the air
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It’s not the times that changed. What changed was time.
Time is not only measured in seconds or minutes. Today, time is also measured in the life we give to it. That’s why Gol
has changed.

We want to bring more life to your time.
More space between seats gives more comfort, and, therefore, your time on board is better used.

Anticipating flights through cellphones and being the first airline company in the world with facial recognition check-in 
bring much more intelligence to your time. Enabling on-board Internet brings much more autonomy during your trips.

To remain, as the most punctual airline company in the market, is to give your time the importance you expect and 
deserve. To be the only airline company with VIP room in national flights makes your waiting or connection flight more 
pleasant.

All of this for a very simple reason: when you enjoy life, your time flies by.

Welcome to our new flights.
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Gol and Folha de S.Paulo are making available the summarized version of this edition so that you can be well-informed, 
and still enjoy all the entertainment in your cellphone or tablet if you are on board.
With more information and fun, your time flies by.
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GOL APP
Anticipate your flight in seconds.  No easier way of getting from one point to another.
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AIR NETWORK
52 national and 11 international destinations. More than 700 daily flights. One of them is perfect for you.

Gol, the most punctual airline company in Brazil, period.



Gol Selfie Check-In
The first airline company in the world to offer facial recognition check-in.
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GOL Express Luggage
Save time: you weigh your bag ; you put the tag , and you check your luggage
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Gol Premium Lounge
Food, space for working, rest, and even for taking a shower.

Gol Premium Lounge
The only airline company to offer lounge for national flights.
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Gol + Confort
The best legroom between seats, exclusive luggage rack and priority boarding.

Gol Premium
In international flights: More space, more comfort, pillows, blanket, wine, and a special service.

Gol Online
Internet, live TV, and movies. The most complete connectivity and on-board entertainment platform.

Gol On-board Service,
The first in the world when it comes to organic cookie options, healthy, exclusive and for free.
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SMILES
The best fidelity program in the market. You can change categories quickly and your miles last for a longer time.

Gol Partnerships
Together we take you to know the best of the world.

USB plug in the airplane
Enjoy your trip without worrying about the battery.

Brazilians choose to fly with Gol more than with any other company
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Gol Partnerships
Together we take you to know the best of the world.



Campaign Objectives

The Challenge
Gol is a Brazilian airline that wants to change its perception of being just a low-cost company  by changing its 
value proposition, and offering new services to its clients, such as providing on board internet, more legroom 
on the airplanes, a new App that helps passengers plan their trips in advance and save time, etc. Its new 
advertising campaign, created by Almap BBDO agency, had the challenge to spread these novelties.
As the leading news media brand in Brazil, Folha de S.Paulo was able to offer Gol its vast audience of more 
than 20 million different readers, in print and digital platforms, to enhance its image of a new airline. But the 
challenge was how to offer a unique advertising action that would be able to make an impact and meet Gol’s
expectations.

Folha de S.Paulo’s solution:
- To draw the public’s attention, besides offering a premium visibility at Folha Digital, including its Home Page, 
Folha de S.Paulo developed a new idea in print to give an exclusive, unique and unprecedented impact ad 
solution, featured in the first section of the newspaper. 
- In a single and unprecedented edition, Folha de S.Paulo made its entire first section wider, through a seven-
column format. 
- Gol appeared on the front page of the newspaper, with a revolutionary vertical ad on the seventh column.
- On pages 2 and 3, instead of the usual editorials, an enhanced ad of Gol was published as a window. 
- Besides that, for the first time, Folha’s Newsroom agreed to advance a summary of the breaking news in a 
double page, to give the readers the idea of saving time by reading the whole edition in just two pages, in 
synergy with Gol’s campaign (”more life in your time”).



Campaign Results

Besides a high and positive impact nationwide, this remarkable action helped Gol’s brand to 
improve its position when people think about an airline company. According to Datafolha 

Research Institute’s survey in 2017, Gol improved its position in brand awareness, and reached 
the first place as a top of mind brand in Brazil, when people think about an airline company.




